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Musical Chairs

And there was all this shouting. I can't remember when it started. I
think it was when we came back from the swings. I like the swings,
and the slide. It's got a bit where you climb up and you can pretend to
be a pirate, cos there's a telescope. My dad used to lift me up there.
Then carry me down when mum said it was time to go.

When we walked home, there were puddles. And my mum held one
hand and my dad held the other and they swung me up and dropped
me into the puddles to make a splash. My pants got all wet, but my
mum didn't shout.

I think it was after that. After I'd gone to bed. I woke up in the
dark and I could hear shouting and a noise like Sheba from next 
door makes when she wants to go inside. Then the door banged.
Somebody must have let her in. When I got up for school the next 
day dad didn't give me my Shreddies. My mum did. She said he'd 
gone to work. That he had to be in early.

And he wasn't there to read me the story about The Mole Who 
Knew It Wasn't His Business. It's all about poo. And my dad reads 
the animals out in silly voices. And there's a dead funny picture 
of the mole with a big poo on his head. And when mum put me 
to bed she said that my dad wasn't going to live with us any more. 
But that he still loved me and that he'd come and visit and I could 
go and stay with him at weekends. That it'd be like a holiday. Like
when we stayed in the caravan. I tried to get to sleep, but I could 
hear the noise again. Like Sheba.

Weekends are okay now. We don't go to the park anymore, but dad
takes me out to the pictures, or to feed the ducks. He's started taking
me to the football but it's cold and I can't see. It's not like on the telly
and sometimes it's rubbish cos no-one scores any goals. Sometimes
my dad swears then says, 'sorry son'. I like that bit. 

Then we go home and my dad drops me off by the gate and waits till
mum opens the door, and beeps and drives off. And mum goes mad 

cos I've left my inhaler in the car and she's got to ring his mobile 
and leave a message, cos he doesn't have it switched on while he's
driving. Then he only gets the message when he gets home and then
he's got to drive all the way back to give me the inhaler and then he
shouts. So does mum. And dad throws the inhaler at her. And I can
feel my chest getting tight but I don't want to ask for it, cos I don't
want them to shout again. 

I don't like my dad's flat. My bedroom's got pink wallpaper with 
horses on it. Dad said that he'd paint it and that I could choose the
colour. And I chose a blue colour and picked out a duvet with a racing
car on it from the Argos Catalogue. Dad said he'll paint it soon, he's 
just waiting for his mate Andy to come round with the step ladder.
And anyway you can't see the horses when the light's off.    

He bought me a globe that lights up, to teach me about the world 
and sometimes when he turns the light off, I switch the globe on so
the room goes all blue and I spin it round and stick my finger on it 
and wait till it stops. Then I try to find my way back to where we live.
Sometimes it's a long way away and it takes me ages. We live on an
island and my dad says it's only small. It doesn't feel small though.  
It feels big.

Today mum is picking me up from dad's cos I'm going to a party. 
And it's not far from dad's flat. She argues with him when she 
arrives cos I've got chocolate on my top. She says I look a right 
scruff and she swears at him. Then pushes me down the path 
and dad slams the door.

At the party I can see her talking to Josh's dad. He keeps giving her
bottles of beer and she keeps laughing. And every time she goes to
the toilet she puts on lipstick. He took me on the bouncy castle with
Josh and kept throwing me against the wall. Josh was laughing, but 
I wasn't. Then mum got on with her bottle of beer and kept giggling
and spilling beer. My socks got all wet. But mum just told me to shut
up moaning.  
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Harry Dann

Hooked 

I've always loved going fishing. From the age of eight, I spent most 
of my spare time either going fishing, digging worms to go fishing or
doing some task or other to pay for fishing equipment. I lived by the
sea, loved being outdoors and loved nature. Though I didn't realise 
it at the time, I think I found it spiritually fulfilling as well. I learned
about the cycle of the tides, the influence of the moon on the tides
and effect the seasons have on each species of fish. I never had 
much interest in school or teachers and so never did well at school
but where nature was concerned, I took it all in. A psychologist may
point out that hunting and fishing stimulate the primitive parts of the
brain. While I am now happy to shake hands with my inner caveman,
all I knew at the time was that I loved fishing. 

I was actually away fishing when I first realised I was addicted to
heroin. I must have been using for at least three to four months and
through naivety and denial, I never had a clue what was going on until
I went into withdrawal at 2am on a beach in Anglesey. I was so ill that
we abandoned the trip and while my friends had no idea I was using,
let alone addicted, I knew by the end of the long drive home exactly
what was going on. 

In the lift up to my flat on the twelfth floor, I was dripping with 
sweat and willing the lift to go faster. I left the flat door open as I 
burst in, dropping my rods and reels in the hallway as I sped off into
the kitchen to get the foil out and the heroin into my system. Even
though my aches and pains went away, the heroin couldn't help with
the rush of emotions that hit me as I realised the grave situation 
I was in.

During the 23 years of my addiction, I would go fishing from time 
to time, mostly for something to do rather than take heroin. It 
was never the same though. I only seemed to be going through 
the motions. Then last Friday I went to see a few mates regarding 
a fishing trip we'd had planned for the next day. One by one they 
all dropped out, all bar Scotty.
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Then we go inside for musical chairs. And Josh's dad is the one who
takes the chairs away. I don't want to play but mum makes me. Josh's
dad keeps messing up my hair. I don't like it. The music is fast and
everyone is running round and round the chairs. The music stops and
Eva goes the wrong way, which isn't allowed, and Jenny gets on the
chair at the same time and Josh's dad says Eva's out because she
went the wrong way.

And some others get out, but I'm still in. And mum keeps watching
and I think she wants me to win, so I try really hard and run really
fast, but I left my inhaler in my dad's and I haven't told my mum yet.
She keeps cheering, 'Go on Steven, go on'. And she's waving her 
bottle of beer around and spilling it again, but she's smiling and she
looks happy.  

And then there are only two chairs left and it's between me and Josh
and Jenny. And we're going really slow around the chairs and running
dead fast around the edges and really slow again when we get to the
chairs and everyone is watching and I smile at my mum but she's
looking at Josh's dad and the music stops and I run and run and run,
but Josh is faster and he slides onto the chair and nearly knocks it
over and he's all safe and it's just me and Jenny and we keep running
and if I run hard I can beat her... and I run and run but my chest feels
all tight and I can't go as fast as she can and she gets onto the chair
and she laughs and I want to cry but everyone is looking. Jenny and
Josh are on the chairs and I'm out, but I keep running round and
around the chairs and I think I'm shouting and Josh's dad grabs me.
And I hit him. I didn't mean to.  

And mum shouts at me in the taxi and says I made a show of her and
I look out of the window as trees and cars and signs rush by and I feel
sick and I wish everything could be like it was. And I close my eyes but
all I can see is Josh and Jenny sitting down. And I'm still running.  

Paula Currie



We just sat back and enjoyed the sight. As the sunlight was swallowed
up by the clouds, I scanned around the rest of the horizon, breathed
deeply and recognised the smells and tastes to be the same ones
from when I first went fishing. I could hear skylarks above the sand
hills behind me, the waves crashing as the tide ebbed out. I realised
the only reason I could appreciate this night this way was because I
was no longer an addict. Freedom. 
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Scotty is a simple soul. Not in a bad way, he's just uncomplicated.
When we were kids we all teased him and were cruel to him. Now
he's just a good mate, someone you can count on. Physically he's
quite imposing. He's only five foot eight, but he must weigh fifteen
stone. He's got huge shoulders and forearms. The thing is though
he's a real gentle, happy bloke and just being in his company lifts 
me. Even though he can speak, he seems to manage fine with 
grunts and growls. He's also good at digging lugworms.

We met up on the beach at eleven o'clock the next morning and had
dug enough worms in thirty minutes. We were hoping to catch bass 
so we went to the rocks to find the soft crabs they are fond of. You can
go to a shop and buy your bait but gathering it yourself is part of the
event. We left the beach about one and went home for something to
eat and put our feet up. Then we came back at five o'clock to fish as
the tide flooded in.

On the way back it felt like I was going out on my first date, such was
my sense of excitement and anticipation. Conditions were not really
good for fishing, it was still and the tide was too small. I managed to
catch two fish for my troubles and consoled myself in the fact that it
was such a beautiful night. The fishing would be better next time and
me and Scotty agreed to give it fifteen more minutes. 

The sky to the north had darkened, when Scotty drew my attention to
something to the north west of us. A sunbeam had broke through the
blackness and was centred on a row of five wind turbines far out to
sea. It was magnificent, as if God was nodding his approval of natural
energy. Then Scotty added to my sense of amazement by laughing 
and saying, 

"...and all them cunts are down the pub missing out on this."

He was right. They were missing out. I hugged Scotty and he pulled
away in mock horror and said, 

"Gerrof you queer" and giggled.

Harry Dann



Then sharply, his head tilted forward as his dog, Pavlov growled at 
a passer-by and brought him back to the present. It jumped from 
the window ledge to the floor and repeated the process till he opened
the front door and let him out onto the narrow street he lived on. 

Again he thought of the day they bought Pavlov and packed him 
into the car carefully; fluffy, fearful and flailing against the barrage 
of needles he'd just received. Their attempt at being a family. The 
journey home was quiet and sickly sweet. He felt a fucking hypocrite.
Anna was beautiful, perfect almost, normal. She was totally together,
successful, popular. She hadn't changed a bit. Five years they'd been
together and everything had gone to plan. 

His awareness again. He attempted to dampen it with music until 
the motorway services, when in the mirror he couldn't deny what he
believed he wanted; Anna, a family. The fact was he knew he didn't.
When he felt like this he let the primordial impulse take him and
thought of all of his friends who wanted to be in his shoes and soon
his emotions balanced and his ego subsided. Back in the car, 
sandwiches and simple chatter. Home. 

Pavlov barked and shuffled over, wagging his tail as Anna strutted
past. Her arrogance was now highly attractive. Odd how after 
seventeen years together and a two year build up to a messy divorce,
he once again could be driven by that basic impulse. Only this time 
he knew sex could not give him what he needed. The illusion had 
been smashed and he understood he just didn't know much about
anything after all. 
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Dog 

The madness was back. His heightened awareness was crippling.
Trying over and over to escape the impulse. The educated side of 
his brain tried to analyse the impulse. He knew from before, once 
the analytic process took over, disassociation kicked in. He looked
back at his childhood and tried to conjure up that cold feeling on 
the doorstep waiting for his parents to arrive home from their 
respective jobs. 

Closing his eyes, tilting his head back, he was there alone and cold 
on the threshold, the sanctuary of home but the door was locked. 
He was six. He journeyed and felt the fear and strength he'd felt
before. The images and smell of tea time came; steak sandwiches
adulterated with HP or Daddy's sauce, the chatter, the laughs and 
the scoldings. 

Then he was alone in his room, aged twelve, radio on, reading and 
the impulse gripped him. The primordial impulse that he knew 
every male on the planet had. He grappled with the impulse and 
the emotions. He knew biologically, it was natural but emotionally 
he felt as filthy as his stained sheets. He remembered the night
sweats and the morning tremors as his mum would wake him, 
turf him out of bed and how his stomach would knot as he'd think 
of a fresh excuse to explain his leaky body or try to stop her from
making his bed.  

He was still in his bedroom but now he was nineteen and with Anna,
his first of many obsessions dressed up as love. Their conversation
went through what they thought it should. All the things they'd 
heard from their friends' dates, the 'adult world,' politics, music 
and the local slag. They'd laugh till it hurt and around ten, an hour 
or so before home time for Anna, the radio would be switched over 
to tape for romance.

Ruth Dillon   



For Ruth and Blanche

Drip. Drip.
Drop. Drop.
Splish. Splish.
Splosh. Splosh.
The teacup you carried belied you
It told us your story
It was then we knew the new you
We'd found you down in the kitchen
Tethered and tired at two o'clock in the morning
Making the packed lunch for the school trip
But we'd all left home 
And you were now a grandma hitting seventy
We'd noticed you had been making tea for four
When only you were at home
And when we found you in your slippers, lost and alone
Off went the sirens and then went the phones
We knew, we knew, we talked and we cried
Not for the new you but for the one that had died
Illness
Sickness
The doctor gave it a name.
The odd thing about it;
We felt we were to blame
The long goodbye or the quick hello
We wanted you back but we had to let go
Of our feelings
Then came the summits
Like the G8 talks
Out came the knives
Along with the forks
The blame it was lain
At everyone's door
You look like you listened 
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Isis and the Collaborators

Hydo was good company, total flirt with class of course
The steps Steve and Bri and I took
Put me in mind of school trips
Martin Mere; taking co-ordinates and measuring the altitude
We always follow a code of traditions and values
Passed on by our forebears; to look after each other
And, in that process, help ourselves
We never walk alone
Now, on reflection, all I can think of
Is the fact that my Uncle Bobby
Helped lay the tarmac roads 
On top of the disused quarry tunnels
Mill towns connected to the slave triangle
Twelve lost tribes, Yankee confederates, black marsh
Slavery is nothing new
Right from the Mayans to the Egyptians
'Coke trade'
Misplaced peoples, misplaced ideals
Family values rule
Drugs only took us off the path for a while
They don't work, just temporary aversion 

Ruth Dillon   



Lea Marie Eales 

The Call 

'Bleep! Bleep!'

There it went again, another message. Sam was scared to look at it.
It'd just be another rant about what he was going to do to her, how 
he was going to hurt her. She took another big line of coke.

How the hell had she ended up like this, like a fox being hunted 
down? No wonder she had a line every night. She had to keep her 
wits about her, be ready for him. She hated her life. Her nerves were
permanently shot. She looked over at her seven year old son, Liam
sleeping on the couch, a deep frown creasing up his angelic little 
face. She wondered what he was dreaming about, she wished for it 
to be a nice, happy dream but from the look on his face, she knew 
it wasn't. She felt so guilty.

'God love him' she thought, 'he shouldn't have to live like this.'

The phone ringing brought her out of her thoughts. It was Tommy.
Why didn't he just leave her the fuck alone? That was twenty five
missed calls and twenty texts in half an hour. 

'He's definitely on one tonight,' she thought as she sniffed another
line. She felt like crying but couldn't. The coke made her numb. Sam
walked over to the window and peeped out of the tiniest hole she
could make in the nets. The last text said he was on his way up. She
could feel herself shaking. You just never knew with him. Sometimes
he would turn up and sometimes he wouldn't. She was worried sick. 
If he did, she'd have to ring the police. AGAIN! 

That would mean another visit from the social worker. Couldn't they
do anything except tell her to move? AGAIN. She'd moved three times
in a year. It wasn't her fault her ex was a psycho! Did people think 
she liked living like this, getting her door smashed in all the time and
taking beatings off him? She wished with all her heart she'd never
met him. Five months she'd been with Tommy before she'd finished 
it and this was the price she paid. Nearly two years later her life had 
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Then said nothing at all
I'd wanted to hold you
And then you would say
'Excuse me my dear
You are in my way'
You'd borne me
You'd bathed me
You showered me with love
You had always said I'd been 
A gift from above

Ruth Dillon



'Thank God' she thought, 'he hasn't flinched.'

She made it over to the chest of drawers where the coke was, 
started having a line. 

"Mum, what are you doing? Come back to bed!" 

She jumped. She thought he was asleep. Her heart was racing, 
her hands shaking.

"OK babe, I'm coming now."

She finished that line and had another one. She needed it. 
She had a quick glance out of the tiny gap in the nets.

"Mum!"

"OK, OK, I'm coming." she said.

She made her way back to the bed. She couldn't settle. Got in and
held her son in her arms praying tonight was going to turn out to be 
a false alarm and Tommy wouldn't turn up. Turn out to be one of his
stupid fucking games.    
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become a living hell; drugs, violence and fear. What happened to the
girl with her own house, good job and family round her? Even her best
mates had faded away, they'd had enough, her life was too chaotic
and unpredictable.

"Mum, come here!" Liam said. He'd woke up. Sam turned round and
went over to him, her phone ringing furiously at the same time.

"What's up babe, you OK?" she said.

"Why aren't you answering your phone mum?" 

"It's someone I don't want to speak to."

"It's him isn't it?" Liam said. She could see the fear on his face.

"No, no, it's not, it's late. Come on, let's get to bed." 

She went and had another line in the kitchen and got her kit 
together. She scooped her son off the couch and carried him up. 
He dived under the quilt and she lay next to him, snuggled up close.
He had his arms wrapped tight around her neck. Her mind was
racing, images flashing before her. The door being kicked in at daft
o'clock in the morning, her son clinging to her, so afraid, knowing 
his mum is going to get hurt. And there would be Tommy shouting
and screaming, smashing the house up. Normally her and Liam
would hide and ring the police but sometimes the police could take 
up to an hour. By then it was too late, she'd be black and blue, 
he'd be long gone and poor little Liam would have witnessed it all 
yet again. 

Tommy was always wired off his cake when he did all this, it was 
scary cos he had the strength of ten men. She looked at her phone. It
was flashing away. She'd put it on silent so as not to wake Liam. She
looked at her handsome little boy, he looked so innocent, he looked
like he was asleep again. She needed another line badly and was so
paranoid she needed to look out of the window, see if there was any
sign of Tommy. She sneaked out of the bed, checked Liam again.

Lea Marie Eales 



I can remember, as a kid, some of those houses; dark and severe,
never any laughter or joy. As a child I had a very bad stammer, so I
would never speak and by not speaking, I was very shy. One kept 
feeding the other and, by the time I had grown up, I was wracked by
insecurity and self-doubt, with all the inner demons just biding their
time. I used to retreat into a world of the written word. When I was
eleven, I came across a book by GK Chesterton about an Irish priest
who's a detective; Father Brown. Very soon I had the whole series in
one huge hard-back. It went with me everywhere. I can remember 
visiting my great aunts from the Sally Army side. Once you had gone
into the houses, you really had crossed the threshold in more ways
than one; the darkness; the sombre tones of prayer coming from the
back-room. And then my great Aunt asking my mum, "Why is Stephen
reading about an Irish priest?".

No Catholic was ever allowed in our house as me and my sister 
got older. If we were ever seeing someone who was a Catholic, my
mum would not speak to us. Yet her mother was an Irish Catholic. 
A woman who she was always close to, as we all were; a little 
white-haired woman, wonderfully warm and generous who had 
three children; two Catholics and my Mum, a Protestant. She would
drive me nuts with her views and that would be when I would leave
home. I would cut off all contact for months on end. I had found 
the ale by this time. The way it could give me a new persona, and 
the way it seeped into my sub-conscious. My dreams and thoughts
became distorted and disjointed, and in a raging alcoholic haze, 
I would turn up at me mum and dad's house and then all would be
forgiven as she had her little Stephen back. Until the next time. 
For some reason, trying to find out who she really was, I ended up 
listening to Stanley Holloway, a compilation of him, as though my
mum's life was like Eliza Doolittle from My Fair Lady. So for months 
it has been, 'Me, Me Ma and Stanley Holloway.'

She was born in one of those huge houses off Christian Street; 
floor after floor down to the basement. My great-grandad was one 
of the last champion prize knuckle fighters of Liverpool; Jack Woods. 
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Me, Me Ma and Stanley Holloway

It has been dead hard since she died. Just opening the curtains of a
morning, locking up of a night, or even putting the bin out; the house
is always silent. Just like the way my life has become. Every day, every
night, there is something new that you have to deal with. The post
with her name on still keeps arriving; what are you supposed to do
with it? Send it all back with "my mum has died" written all over it?
There used to be a section in the Post Office for all wrongly addressed
mail; people who had moved on, or died. It was called the "The Dead
Letter Branch". So I suppose I now know why.

It is funny though, I was very close to her as a kid. Yet I spent most 
of my life living apart from her and me dad. I used to have huge 
arguments and rows about her attitudes and ways. She could never
express her feelings or the affection that I needed. It is only now I
have started to understand her. I was talking to my sister about what
we would miss the most. I explained having to wave to her all the
time. When I or she  was leaving the house, or even when she was 
at the bus-stop, or anywhere, her little arm would go up, as though
she was saying "Look, here I am. Please don't ignore me".

We have been trying to clear the house. I have come across these
note-books she kept hidden from everyone. They are full of poems
and short stories that she must have written over the years. No-one
ever knew she wrote poetry. Some of it is quite beautiful; very caring
and loving.

So I have been on this quest to find out who she was. But her real 
life, not the one she always put forward. Because it is only by finding
out who she was, that I can find out who I am. She came from a huge
family from the Catholic north end of the city. They stretched from 
the edge of the town centre and along the Dock Road. Yet my mum
was a Protestant; my dad was from a crabbed and rigid Scottish
Presbyterian background. Also, within the Catholic side of the family,
through inter-marriage, there was a Salvation Army presence.

Steve Higginson 



and bone-idle. That is why Stanley Holloway is so great in it. As 
Eliza's father, he doesn't give a toss; his cockney accent and his 
soft shoe-shuffle. All he wants is for someone to get him to the
church on time.

So my mum boarded at that school in Sefton Park and it worked, as 
it stripped her of every semblance of Irish Catholicism. Years later 
she would talk of the "stinking Irish". She would tell me and me 
sister when we were kids, of her friends at that school. Girls with
posh names straight out of an English drawing room drama; names
like Esme and Binky. We knew of them but never saw them as it was
always my mum who had to visit them. They never came to visit her. 
It was only by family misfortune that I first came across the shadow 
of Irishness in the family. It was in the early 1980s that my sister had
her first child, my beautiful niece who was born with severe spina 
bifida. I was at my union conference when I got the call and spent 
the rest of the day before coming home asking everyone "What the
fuck is spina bifida?"

Spina bifida is also called the "Irish Disease." It is linked to the potato
famine in Ireland, a deliberate policy of mass starvation/genocide 
by the British State. It shows itself in the woman's gene three and
four generations down the line; a lack of folic acid causes the spine 
to rupture. My great-great-grandmother's family were called Larne. 
They were given the name of the port they had sailed from, as also
happened to Italian migrants. My three girl first cousins have all had
spina bifida births.

And all the time, I have got Stanley Holloway singing in my ear "that
he's getting married in the morning and please, someone has got to
get him to the church on time." A couple of years before my mum
died, I had started seeing someone from that part of Liverpool where
my mum was from. She was a Catholic and single parent and for
weeks I kept them away from a first meeting, dreading the Protestant
silence and un-welcoming door. How wrong I was. My mother loved
her and her little girl; so much so that she was going to go to her first 
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The name was based on family occupation; woodsmen from County
Donegal. Every floor of the house was illegal with gambling, cock
fighting and opium but was a safe haven for Lascar seamen sailing
back out of Liverpool. This alone challenges the accusation of racism
which has falsely lingered about North End Liverpool. It was a warm
and welcoming house for everyone from everywhere. It wasn't long
before the house was deemed to be "disorderly and disreputable," 
but disorderly and disreputable to whom? The council, the police, the
Conservatives, the Liberals and most of all those "respectable and 
up-standing" women and men who were building the Labour Party
and Trade Unions?

Just like in My Fair Lady, my nan got a visit from the council and
school board. She was asked if she would like to send her two 
daughters to a "posh" school in the Sefton Park area. It was a "high"
Anglican School. It was so high that naturally anyone below would 
be "low". Yes, the authorities in those days were very crafty because 
to them, problem families bred problem kids, more so if they were
Catholics. Get kids early and you can civilise them, keep them on 
the Protestant straight and narrow. My mum always told us she 
had won a scholarship. Well it was in a way; it was a "pauper" 
scholarship. "That's right Eliza isn't it? You are a pauper". So my 
mum and my auntie never got uniforms. Having to wear their own
clothes made them stand out. Two girls from a pauper family. (A 
pauper family? They had more money than the teachers because 
of the all the informal fiddles their family were involved in). 

But it was about labels and categorising people. The word "pauper"
actually derives from the ancient Greek, meaning low-life and George
Bernard Shaw knew exactly what and who he was writing about when
he wrote My Fair Lady. Its true name was Pygmalion which means
"lower than an animal". Its underlying theme was how to 'civilise' the
low life of the East End of London. Yes, a very frothy tale of rags to
riches but hidden under the veil is a cautionary social commentary; of
how that part of London life was threatening to overwhelm people like
Shaw and his class. The very name "Doolittle" says it all; lazy, uncouth

Steve Higginson 



Denis Joe

Nunraw (dedicated with gratitude to Eddy Pirie)

...and nobody asks how you are,
though concern is not lacking.
The assumption; away from
the pandemonium
is all is well.

An approximation of nature resides here.
The Cisterian brothers are not
siblings but co-conspirators
in this peace on war.
The travelogue of the stream
soundtracks inertia and awareness.
God's creation or the architecture of Man?
Much the same in this confrontation.

Ah! 

The gothic naturalness
interpreted by murmurs
of continuation - providing a reflection
on screens. Views of the game as
possible fare for the table.
This cruelty of the amity sees
rabbits leaving the shelter of their warrens.
Safety comes from unawareness of their role
in the food chain. Grouse
flutter rain from their feathers,
complaining about the weather.
We could sleep all this
and awake, thinking that the last
twenty-four hours were dreamt.
We could, otherwise, take it all in
as a scent of passing beauty.
To be bottled in a memory
and sanitised by experience.
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communion, held in a RC church on Scotland Road. It was as if my
girl-friend and her child had touched my mother so much that her
own historical memory mellowed and the truth of her own life was
finally being released; maybe the warmth, generosity of spirit and
happiness of her Catholic family.

But do you want to know what happened to her at that posh girls
school? A fairy tale ending? Just like you Eliza; just like you, rags 
to riches and we can all live happily ever after? For a labourer's
daughter from Liverpool's city centre Dock Road area. That posh 
High Anglican school failed her on her exams. They would not let 
her do re-sits and sent her back to her family, probably laughing
about it as they did it. Five years before she died she went to the
school reunion. She had submitted some written memories for 
the school history book. They didn't print them and in the year 
book of attendance, they spelt her name wrong.

She must have carried all those disappointments and rejections for
the rest of her life. She was always hunched and anxious and she
could never relax. She never told me once that she loved me. I now
understand why. When I read all her birthday cards and Christmas
cards that she had sent to me and she always kept, the words that
she could never say to me, words that I needed to hear from her, 
are all there, written down, always beginning with "My Dear Son".

Her name was Marjorie. It comes from "Marjoram". It is a plant of
wild mint that grows on the French coastal plains of the Gironde. 
And thinking of her now, thinking of her 4ft 11, hunched and huddled
and her little arm raised in the air as though she was saying "Look
I'm here. Please don't ignore me. Don't forget me."

Don't worry mum, I won't, I promise you, I really, really won't.

Steve Higginson 



For Mick, Bartholemew O'Driscoll

What made,
made me?
I am now,
now a believer
in the human
being.

And you are not.
Yet,
yet this is what you created,
I am me by being you.

It was you,
not me,
that made me what

I am

I am a lover
(I love you) 
I hold faith,
I have faith in you

If I lost
lost all reason
I know only too well
that I would regain it
in just,
just one moment
in your presence.
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A blackbird's song has been silenced.
Now just a carcass that litters the step of God's house

Vespers waft from the church
Like oak, carrying the tonelessness.
God had not endowed his messengers
with the voice of the blackbird.
The crippled atheist
genuflects before the altar.
He acknowledges not the faith
but the faithfulness and
the world, well lost, as the door closes.

...and nobody asks how you are
as you hobble away
from this amorphous calm,
to confront tomorrow
again.

Denis Joe



For Steve Fitz

Resolve; acquiescence of life,
such an enabling quality
in one so young and so full
of a strength that holds
back a tide of good intentions;
threatening to drown you.

O, frail man,
Almost glass,
Transparent the skin
That covers your skeleton
And holds in place the features
That say much of your immortality

My faith in you is not wasted
(not as wasted as you appear)
and I grow in your presence
as you hold humanity in a grasp
and hear you mutter:
keep goin' lad, keep goin'

The motes that cavort
through the light that cuts through the room
(in which you stand, so dramaturgical)
waltz around your being as if...
...conscious of you;
awared of your status.

The strength of your frailty.
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I have hope.
I hope for.

I have belief.
I believe in.

I love.
I love all.

This is.
It is
what I have got
from you

Denis Joe



Visited By Venice

In awe, beauty all around
In buildings of history and watered sound
Mechanic, wheeled beasts, there's none
Just water traffic, usual din gone

Light flickers upon canal and wall
Making ever-changing beauty for all 
Art, architecture that lights the soul
To feel its worth, my only goal 

Soaking in history, like a flooded sponge
Into the culture one's heart must plunge
Churches, squares in every way
Treasured, respected not left to decay 

Murano glass, Burano lace
Crafts nurtured, still in place
Scenery, like perfection pure
My eyes revitalised for sure

Two worlds merged into one
Wonder where myself has gone
So unreal, so untrue
Got that travelling back home blue

Back home, so deflated
But excitement explodes, belated
Amazing images attack my mind
Restoring imagination of every kind
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Anxiety 

Sat at the table
Surrounded by thought
Straining to relax
Unable to distort

Head held tightly
In restraining hand
Insecure eyes fixed
To understand

Clock tick ticks
In constant time
Mind click clicks
In raving rhyme

Cigarette boils over
Releasing smirks of smoke
Burning bright, in vibrating light
Energies choke

Jamie Jones 



Hello Stranger

Hello stranger
I look for your face in the crowd
You said you'd be there
But you're nowhere to be found

Hello stranger
Your face is disappearing from my mind
You're settled with your new family now
I'll do the right thing and stay away

Goodbye stranger
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Stones 

Don't throw stones at your mother
You'll regret it when she's dead
Don't throw stones at your mother
Throw bricks at your father instead

Michaela Jones 



She slips a glance
Her eyes look sad fire set
About to blow 
My mind toward some mental destruction
"Reduction?" She say-breathes "reduction?
is that the only game that you can frame?
claim love for me yet want me tramp attired,
My vanity charcoal fired,
I question at times your love for me
You boast of growing passion closeness
Loving letters, yet fetters are what's placed on me
Limits always laced, not free
Power laden from you,
Untrue you love with all your heart
This woman you now see"
She leans away
I sip some coke and flip a channel
On screen a man who'll soon bore me
Death’s doors in all direction
I speak
"I think that somewhat unfair
We pay one fifty to paint your hair
Your night-out flight-out cost us more
Than mortgage, food and a new shed door
My love for you will never falter-lower
Why if I needed to I'd act like Noah
And build us a huge love craft"
I attempt to snuggle
I feel her annoyance across me waft
She says "I struggle I struggle,
If I needed a boat I'd go abroad 
Where all chrome rivets and steel are stored
You talk of food, of paying bills for house
You cheapen my expression hair
A heart nowhere is found
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Boots (Ambushed by Boots)

We were doin' that Malteser thing
With a straw and a bell
And a piece of string
When she whispered in my ear
I reply
"My love of loves, is that not a little too dear 
For boots you barely need? Honey you know
We're not that loaded, not that so full of 
Money"
She replies
"My feet are small, not tall at all
I love them supported well
Not to swell in leather cheaply wrapped 
Not nudged nibbled and corn red chapped
The price reflects pure quality
A tag you claim I own
Yet if you think to feel so less of me
I'll look in and around for cheap"
She sighs, she fidgets,
My eyes roll up mind readying to stroll
I think, rethink and feel
My reply
"No feet how shaped by God
Could dare to live with yours 
Your feet are the sauce that beans dream of
A fast car's greatest bend
Those toes lead me on to a life n’ wife
Passionate warmth
It's just £300, £300 a lot to pay
For footwear to use
Each and every day"
Maltesers now moved out of range, strange
I thought it was my go

Phil Jones 



Bus

"It's the same everywhere
Not just round here"
Shouted the bloke goin home on the bus
To no-one apparent
I've seen him, bright green coated gem
Of isolated weirdness
Gettin on
And I'm just not in the mood
But he's zeroed me as prone
So I like move over a bit
And smile him in
He's like thin
But wide and as he lands
I can't hide me concern
Which he sure didn't earn
I've like slotted him in the odd box
And he's gonna have to work
At the rate of hot viral desperate to grow pox
To escape

So he tells me that
Including his cat
Everything's turning spotty
And the reason for this
Breath stale alcohol hiss
Quote - "there are too many dots
In the air"
I stare
Now, he's a quite wide bloke
Although he looks thin
So I think all wise and control me tongue
Till I'm sure of just where to begin
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You accuse my glow of pound hound,
I'm off to bed
No...no...you stay here
My head my heart toothaches as one,
Again, you stay here and watch a disc
A whisk, my head spinning dizzy turns
My soul burns, my shoulders low."
She moves towards loneliness door
I act to save her
"my love don't leave to go princess
Please slow down your hasty actions.
Why its Thursday, we usually nibble late
For tomorrow we're not working"
She replies "no, no, it's better that you sit tight here
And do ye solo jerkin"
Actually she doesn't say this, just looks at me
Which cooks my heart stake cold
She speaks
"it's not what you spend that bothers me
So careful with money an admirable trait
Often drooled and dreamt over by other misers
And mean arsed players
sometimes liddle-land overnight lay stayers"
she throws in a pause
my heart shrinks again. She continues
"Just that I, your love, expected more
Than gutter-level, cheap wife,
No life for my feet now
My spirit down, so low, now to bed shall we say alone I should go"
And say
"shit"
"So low, now to be so low shall
We say I best alone shall go"

Phil Jones 



Damien Kelly 

Light 

How do you burn in life's candle?
How much light do you give off?
How much heat can you handle? 
Some never catch light, their own victim and vandal
You can't have one foot in Beelzebub's beetle crushers
And the other in Jesus's sandal.

The brighter you burn, the quicker you burn out
Light up the right places or illumination is for nowt
Actions dictate length of flame in this bio-thermal bout
I try to live in the light but from the shade there is always a shout
Lady Luck never smiled at me, she gave me a patronising pout
So I joined my own army and became Lieutenant Lager Lout 
The battle of my conversion was one-sided, a bit of a rout
I bought a terrible ticket off a tantalising tout 
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Now I'm ready, I say
"this bus is new the airport eighty two
A prototype with its own spirit soul
So advanced organic complexes
But mind no visible flexes
So smooth does it glide
No noisy engine inside
So silent it's snide
Airborne cloud cosmic ride
It sees through its lights
Feels internet sites
Knows just where to fast
And right where to slow
And some wacky news
That should interest us
Is that driver boy is actually part of the bus
He comes with the price
Uniform hair parted nice
And at night he flumps to rest
In his connected vest
And dreams of having strings
So how lucky are we?" I say to the man
Who now looks to move away
"Hey mate! Hey mate!"
I catch his coat sleeve
"Hey mate what about our giggle-mind date?"
He turns and gum mumbles 
"I'm late! I'm late!"

Phil Jones 



Dead Kelly 

To myself, no-one has ever been any snider
I was bold and malicious, yet I couldn't make cider
Difference between Damien and his potential, 
like Les Dawson, could not be wider
So I harped on of my history
And became a hysterical, heretical, hideous hider

I orienteer, I know the terrain, had a map yet still got lost
I'm going to my own embassy, to place an embargo with 
two fingers crossed
I will beat my damaging demeanour, I will challenge my cost
You could set your watch by my frequent, frivolous frost

How you stand out, is only what our schizoid embellism embossed
Akin to vegetables in a salad bowl, and what extent they've been tossed
The ladder of my life, every rung was meticulously mossed   
Nastrovia! Skol! Bottoms up! Cheers and fucking Prost!

But I'm not bitter, I could be a lot worse than I am
For, like a magician, abracadabra, 
deh deh but couldn't remember shazam
Miss Marple is only a backwards Spanish guy called El Pram
Nearly fooled yous, only me in my life, that aint no scam

Do you not see, I told Mr Warburton to get into bread
Mr McDougal only made flour till I introduced him to Father Ted
But I never flew or flourished, I strolled upon street cred
Never thought of what I spoke, thought of only what they said
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Octo-Centenary Greenery

The garden of our city is undergoing regeneration 
Just like any farmer's land undergoes crop rotation
You have to burn off the scrub for cultured cultivation
Weeds and obstructions will get in the way of proper propagation

Is Liverpool's bed well mulched for the dawn of Octo-Centenary?
Have we done enough to rid ourselves from the sceptical scenery?
It's not enough to just have an exhaustive itinery
Fertile ground, nice arrangement, well looked after, elementary

I hope these new gardeners are better than the last lot
I mean how can fruit and veg be so shit when you have the best plot?
I thought we'd rid ourselves in the 80s of greenfly and blot
Time is now, new everything, so the vegetables are good enough 
for the pot

I just want a nice, well presented, productive patch
Manchester has done it for years, let's see if Merseyside can match
Of course there's life there, if only the surface we scratch
Just a matter of how many raindrops and how much sunlight we catch

What will happen to bounty from these scouse seeds?
Wait and see what happens to product and what this greenery feeds
Will never be a country garden, will always be a few weeds
Let's see what becomes of harvest, I wonder if our blossom bleeds

No good having trees scraping the sky if only the tallest can 
reach the fruit
The fruit has to be accessible, right down to the root
Too many outsiders have eloped with Liverpool's laboured loot
Let's see how good we look in our 800th birthday suit

Damien Kelly 



Gerry Linford 

Coat 

As he stirred his tea he realised that the phrase, 'Greasy Spoon Café'
had never been more apt. Each ripple in the grey liquid was a ring of
translucent bubbles. The cup itself was chipped and stained and bore
a faded image of a scorpion, suggesting that its original purchaser
was either born in November or knew someone who was and might
appreciate the gift of a mug. Now it was in his hands being raised to
his lips and he doubted whether any drinker in the cup's dubious 
history had ever felt as shit as he did now.

A hangover was a hangover and sure he'd had plenty. But this was 
different. His bones felt as though he'd rolled down a spiral staircase
in the Empire State Building, his skin felt as though he'd shaved his
whole body with a cheap Bic on about its tenth go and his hair felt 
as though he had mutant nits pulling each strand out individually 
and simultaneously. He was almost being lifted out of his seat with
hairache. Fuckin' hell - even his fingernails hurt!

But aside from the physical agony there was the inevitable deep sense
of shame which he felt but couldn't rationalise. What the fuck did he
do last night? He remembered the pub but beyond that it was a pit of
oblivion, a descending, endless chasm of blackness and despair. He
must have upset someone, that was his usual modus operandi - but
in what way?

He noticed the jacket he was wearing and realised it wasn't his. Not a
bad fit but definitely not his. Coat robbing was one of the cunt's tricks
he was known for. He checked the pockets - fuck all. He tried to place
the coat, a fawn Harrington. Which soon-to-be ex-mate went home
freezing last night thinking 'that cunt Evo's took me coat?' Or was it a
stranger; someone having their induction into the legendary ways of a
total owl-arse cunt?
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You see, I need me like a cavernous hole in the head
I still believe in fraternity, the cause for which I've bled
Me and myself, not married, sort of whimsically wed
I walked uncharted path, where others fear to tread

Decapitation, le guillotine, off with his head
I need to examine why I chose famine and never got fed
I wear a thick jersey in the Mersey, should've been shorts in the Med
I am my own outlaw, last name Kelly, first name Dead.

Damien Kelly 



Sketch 

He was always sketching. Little pencil drawings, doodles, 
meaningless scribble. Certain motifs appeared constantly. Eyes. 
He liked eyes. Perfectly formed, beady retinas, reflective squares on 
the iris. Lashes, tear ducts, sometimes bloodshot, always feminine,
solitary, never a pair. And boxes. Cubes. He liked to draw boxes with
quick, short strokes of his pencil. He would draw boxes on boxes and
create geometric puzzles. 

He would give his images shadow to create depth or substance.
Sometimes he would begin an indiscriminate shape at the top corner
of a page and it would grow, like a mosaic or a jigsaw and he would
alternate the shading before deciding if it was a symmetrical or 
random arrangement.

And when he was drawing, when he was locked in the gentle 
concentration, he felt at peace. He didn't have to think about anything
apart from the images before him. The box, the puzzle, the eye. The
weeping, staring, accusing eye. He put the pencil down. 

A tension was in his shoulders and he needed to stretch. Rolling 
his arms back and forth he felt the knots and creaks weaken. He 
didn't just need to relax. He needed to sleep. If only he could sleep, 
he knew he would feel better but he was scared to sleep. Scared 
of the dreams, scared of the darkness, the unknown terror that the
force of his guilt would bring.

So he picked up his pencil and began to draw an eye. But this was 
a different eye, this eye was dead. It was staring, hollow, cold and
empty and he knew for certain that it would always be watching him.  
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Either way it was tangible proof that he'd been up to no good and 
coupled with the dreadful hangover, he felt fragile to his very core. A
shattering weakness that only a full English could begin to tackle. He
looked around the café. The walls were covered with boxing posters
and looking at the bloke frying his black pudding, it was obvious that
he was no stranger to the ring. His hands were fat and looked like
they could do some damage, his nose and ears were evidence that he
himself had taken considerable punishment but the vast belly which
overhung his belt had more in common with his current profession 
as a purveyor of heart-attack food than with any glorious past as a
practitioner of the noble pugilistic arts.

The fat ex-boxer came from behind the counter with a steaming plate
of food in one hand and a cigarette in the other. Putting the ciggie in
his mouth, he rested the plate down on the table,

"I'll bring yer toast in a minute unless yer want burnt."

The movement of his lips caused flakes of ash to tumble towards the
tinned tomatoes but what the fuck - it looked like pepper. He put his
fork into the sausage and shuddered silently as five canals of grease
slid down the prongs.

Starting tomorrow he was really going to get his shit together.

Gerry Linford 



Carl McManaman

Blackout 

At this time, Wednesday night could only mean one thing - a disco
night at the Bootle Arms. I was in my very early teens, about the age
where when you went into a pub there was a 50-50 chance you'd get
knocked back. The Bootle Arms was about four miles from our house 
but if you took a shortcut down the canal it was less than two miles. 
This meant we would save on taxis and have more money for booze.
We used to get as pissed as farts and have loads of fun on the way
home. Apart from throwing each other in the canal, another thing we
were into was stripping off and running naked across farmer's fields.
All harmless fun but it was inevitable that soon we'd be looking for
something more exciting to do while walking home.

As a child I spent most of my days fishing on the canal bank. One 
time I was walking home with my gear and saw this gang of lads
underneath some power cables trying to throw a stick over the 
cables. I didn't wait around to see what would happen but it must 
have stuck in my memory because one night, staggering home I 
had an idea.

There was just me and my mate Dave. We got to the part of the field
where the power cables were. I told Dave about the lads I'd seen and
what they were up to but I didn't have to say any more because Dave
was just as mischievous as me. We looked around in the bushes to try
and find a stick to throw. There was a fence by the motorway so we
snapped a bit off that. These cables weren't very high; they were on
telegraph-type poles so we started throwing the stick up trying to get
it to land across two cables. Being pissed it took fucking ages and I
was just about to call it a day when Dave said, "Giz another go lad,".
Bingo! The jammy twat got the stick right on target across the cables.
I don't know what I was expecting but absolutely fuck all happened!
The stick just sat there and we stood there waiting. He said "You 
fucking nobhead... what a waste of time that was". I felt a cunt and 
we argued for a while when I suddenly realised that the lads had been
snapping branches of the bushes, the bark held moisture and we all
know how electricity and moisture react.
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Pick

Sean was aware that he was picking his lip. Sometimes he did it
unconsciously but this time he knew exactly what he was doing. 
The bottom lip was very dry and his index finger massaged the
cracked, fleshy ridges. Using his thumbnail he began to break it up,
examining the little shards of lip skin as he removed them. Then he
moved from his lip up to his nose and using the same finger and
thumb combination began to remove the dry, crusty snot which had 
accumulated in his nostril. The first extraction consisted of a viscous,
pale green blob with a long, harder, darker tail attached to it which
dangled from his fingernail. He removed this to his pocket where he
wiped it on the lining of his kecks. Returning to his left nostril he
made several further explorations and excavations, including, at one
stage, an annoying hair, which he removed with some effort. This
made his eyes water. He rubbed his right one and realised that he 
had little, hard flecks of what his mother used to call sleep in his eye.
What was that stuff? Kind of like where snot meets dandruff. He
removed it and just wiped his hands on his thigh.

Now he had an urge to pick his ear. Using the middle finger of his
right hand he tentatively circled the hole before plunging as deep as
he could and examined the rust coloured mucus which rested on his
emerging fingertip. With the aid of his thumb he rolled it into a match
head shaped ball which he allowed to slip to the floor. His head was
itching, so he scratched it furiously, unleashing a minor blizzard of
dandruff in the process. He picked a slither of plaque from the base 
of his teeth, smelt it and flicked it away.

The lady sitting facing him on the train stood up as it was her stop.
She gave Sean a withering look before muttering,

"You're a dirty bastard!"

Gerry Linford 



but Mike talked the lad into giving me a go. He loaded it up and I
pointed the gun at the target. 'No lad, use two hands,' so I did and I
squeezed the trigger and got the fucking shock of my life. It was like 
a fucking bomb going off in my hands. Now I knew they'd let me fire 
it just to see the look on my face.

I started going with him on a regular basis and one of his mates 
said I should apply for a Fire Arms Certificate. This would allow me 
to legally own any type of gun. At first I thought 'Yeah' but after a few
days I realised I wasn't getting on with my al feller and it would be
lethal to have a real gun in the house. Mike had about six guns in 
a steel cabinet in his house and I used to say to him, 'Why the fuck 
do you need six guns lad?' and he'd reply 'Just in case there's a 
revolution lad.'

The next Wednesday we were looking forward to our piss-up. This
time Mike was coming. In the daytime he made me take him to the
spot where we'd thrown the sticks at the cables. Dave wasn't with me
because it took him about six hours to sort his hair out, so I was on
my own with Mick Rambo. Being Mick Rambo, he wasn't impressed
and seemed distracted.

'Okay smart-arse, what's on your mind?' He nodded to the other side
of the M57 and the golf course which separates Kirkby and Fazak and
pointed at the fucking big main grid pylons. 'You'll never get a stick on
them,' I said, 'They're about a hundred foot tall.' 'Leave it to me lad,
leave it to me...'

He turned up at ours at eight o'clock with a carrier bag. 'What have
you got?' I asked. In the bag he had a few lengths of copper wire
twisted together about three feet long with heavy bolts attached to
each side. It reminded me of those weapons that the Romans used 
to get tangled around people's legs. Dave turned up half an hour 
later and we set off for the pub, stashing Mick's bag by the motorway.
We decided not to stay in the pub too long as we were all looking 
forward to the event on the way home, so we drank as much as we
could in a couple of hours and left the boozer about half ten. 
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So we snapped a couple of branches and started again. This time it
wasn't long before one of us got a branch over the cables. As soon as
it hit, it started making a loud hissing sound and there were sparks
raining off it. "Is that it?" I thought, "What a fucking waste of time" 
but then I noticed the branch was burning and the flame was making
its way across to the other side. Just before it got there, there was 
an almighty crack and a flash. We were staring at it and for a few 
seconds we both lost our sight like when you've stared at the sun for
too long. We crapped ourselves and legged it.

We were pretty impressed with what had happened and talked about 
it all week. We mentioned it to another mate, Mike, who usually came
out with us on Wednesdays. Mike was as fucking weird as they come.
His nickname was Mike Rambo, he always dressed in combat gear,
was obsessed with Rambo type knives and the nobhead used to carry
a compass with him wherever he went, even though he never went out
of Kirkby. Although he was obsessed with all this macho shite, he was
scared of his own fucking shadow. Apart from all this combat stuff he
used to carry about with him, he was mad about guns and reckoned 
he was a member of a gun club somewhere on the Dock Road. He'd
asked me to go with him a few times but I never bothered coz to 
be honest, I thought it was all in his imagination. Then one night I
thought I'd call his bluff and agree to go. I was expecting him to make
up some blag story about it being cancelled or something but to my
amazement he really was a member of a gun club and this would be
where I would shoot my first gun.

When we arrived I was a bit nervous. These were all fucking fanatics,
all dressed in combat gear - a couple of them even had cowboy hats
on. Mike took me to the firing range and taught me how to hold and
shoot a gun. We were only using .22s which were not much more than
a cap pistol.

I wasn't impressed but then one of his mates turned up who was the
proud owner of a 44 Magnum. Apparently it's rare that you get the
chance to shoot one of these cos the ammo costs over a fiver a shot,

Carl McManaman



I nearly choked on my food and Trisha knew I was hiding something.
Later, as I was getting off she said to me, 'Did you go to the Bootle
Arms last night?'

'Yeah'

She wasn't soft, she could tell I had something to do with it, so I told
her the truth. To my horror she shouted her ma and told her that it
was me who had caused the power cut. There was a few seconds
silence which seemed to last for ages then her ma actually started
pissing herself laughing. Thank fuck she saw the funny side.
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We had to cross the motorway to get to the golf course and Mick
thought it would be a laugh to drop our kecks. Unusual for him, he
went first, dropped his kecks to his ankles and ran across. Half way
there he went arse over tit but thank fuck no cars were passing. Dave
and me gave it a miss. We got underneath one of the giant pylons and
Dave said 'OK Rambo, show us how your contraption works,'

We took turns throwing the thing up as high as we could, I can't
remember who got it on target but I do remember what happened. 
As soon as the fucking thing hit the wire the whole ground shook and
there was a lightning flash which lasted for a few seconds and lit the
golf course up for miles. The next second a lightning bolt hit a tree
and the fucking thing burst into flames. 'Leg it!' I shouted, but Rambo,
the shitbag was already a dot in the distance. As we walked back I
noticed all the street lights had gone off in Fazak at the other end 
of the golf course.

The next morning I woke up with a whopper hangover. The phone was
ringing; it was this girl from Fazak called Trisha who I was seeing. She
was going on about this power cut they had last night, 'Go way,' I
mumbled, 'I wonder what that was all about,' She invited me to hers
for tea that night. Later on, I was getting ready to go to hers when
Granada Reports came on. One of the main headlines was VANDALS
IN KIRKBY CAUSE BLACKOUT. I phoned Dave,'Put the telly on lad'.
They were reporting on how vandals had tampered with the power
pylons and the Police were launching an investigation.

I'd only just started seeing Trisha and this was the second time I'd
met her parents. They invited me in and made me feel very welcome.
As we sat down for tea everyone made small talk and before long her
ma said to me, 'Did you see the news earlier?'

'Oh yeah - the power cut?'

'Yeah, we had to eat our tea with bloody torches cos we couldn't find
any candles - what sort of idiots would do something like that?'

Carl McManaman



Distortion 

Does my bum look big in this? 
Does my body look big in this?
Where do I begin and end?

The mirror never lies
But does it tell the truth?

The eyes are the window to the soul
Quick, get the window cleaner! 

The stark, naked truth
Starts and stops making sense

Love handles with care
I do care, maybe too much 
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4.44am

Follow my heart, not my purse
Purse my lips, tighten the clasp
Get through another day

Heart racing but to where? 
There's no finishing line
Help, where's the brakes?
Where is the destination? 

My body stopped and couldn't stop
Exhaustion, pain, fear
Get out of the driving seat
Was I ever in it? 

Be guided, wait, trust
Don't just do something, sit there
Follow my heart, walking in peace

Look my purse is lined with silk 

Mich  



Peter Naylor

Train 

She would often drift off while the train was underground. She 
would stare out of the window more intently at the blackness than 
at the cityscapes and river views that preceded it. Sometimes she
would look at the reflections of unaware passengers. Other times 
she would become entranced by the regularity of the passing lights,
hypnotic if the train maintained a steady speed but more interesting
as it accelerated or slowed. She used to read on the train, but 
reading was a habit of the past. Tom wasn't a reader and he would
question her when she read. He mistrusted her being elsewhere 
in fiction as he mistrusted her being elsewhere in real life. He 
would ask questions, suggest they watched a film, distract her and
annoy her. In the end it was easier to just stop. It would have been
fairly easy to carry on reading on the train, but she felt she'd have 
to hide the book in her bag and it didn't seem worth it. Other people
managed the journey without a book and so could she. Still, she
envied the carefree readers she saw each day. 

She absently brushed her hair behind her ear. Too late, she 
remembered. She dropped her head and shook it forward again,
glancing anxiously through the curtain of hair to the seat across the
aisle. A young man, of about twenty five was there, staring straight 
at her cheek bone. She had been surprised when she looked in the
mirror that morning. It was virtually gone. A faint yellow, a sliver of
faded mauve like broken veins, not unusual on a middle aged woman.
A little more make up than usual and she'd felt confident going into
work. She looked again at the young man. He was openly gaping. As
she caught his eye, he held her gaze then looked away with a slight
shake of the head. 

He glanced back at her almost immediately, then away again when 
he saw she was still looking, defiant. It was none of his business. 
Over the years she had become used to the stares in the office and
the insincere enquiries about her well being. Jane was the nearest
thing she had had to a friend in that place but they had fallen out
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Moveme(a)nt

Moving home
The army bags are packed again
'It's a big adventure,' mum's words 
It's a big advent, SURE

Moving home
Checking out my new patch
Nice views down

To
The stairs that lead to nowhere

The lad on the bike with the air of menace
The air of men, ace
The air of men keeps me safe
And scares me witless

That's wit, less the
Stairs

Do
Lead

Some
w

h
e

r
e

Mich 



Tracey Riley

Cell 

She sat on top of the pipe, looking around her.

'How the fuck had it come to this?' 

Cian wanted to cry. She wanted her dad. She was seventeen years 
old and this was her second time in prison. She was down the 
block in Risley. She'd just been given seven days behind the doors 
and seven days loss of privileges for telling a screw to fuck off. 
The screws had taken her stinking pissed-up mattress off the bed.
Cian screamed at them, "Yous being funny?" 

They laughed and took it anyway. They were not taking the mattress 
to change it. 7.15 every morning it was taken from the prisoners 
on punishment so they couldn't lie down throughout the day. Cian 
was shell-shocked. She was being treated worse than a fucking dog. 
She'd told a screw to fuck off for fuck's sake. She was starting to
rage. She huddled up the best she could to the warm pipe running
through her cell. It was the cold November of '85. The latch of Cian's
window was broken. It not only let the winter air in, it let the screams
in of the muppets on the hospital wing. Some of them didn't give up.
Once one started they'd all start. A choir of mad women screaming. 
At one point through the night Cian just sat laughing uncontrollably.
What the fuck was going on? She didn't want to play any more. The
joke was over. Cian listened to them all screaming along and shouting
in tune, almost in rhythm. The screw had opened the hatch, told Cian
to get in bed.

"Fuck off!" Cian shouted threateningly. 'What the fuck could they do 
to her now?' Cian thought innocently. That's why now, tired, cold and
hungry, they hadn't even let her wash and empty her pot. 

'Dirty bastards' Cian kept repeating in her head, 'dirty bastards!'

She plonked her arse on the pipe. She knew breakfast was near. She
could hear the trolley. The governor was the one she wanted to see.
He came around to prisoners in the block every morning to make
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when Jane had decided to tell her how to live her life. She even 
avoided her family now, especially after her brother had threatened 
to fill Tom in. She kept her gaze on the young man, defying him, 
daring him to look again. He did. 

Right at the spot where a livid purple stain had lay for days after Tom
butted her over spilt washing powder. She tried to out stare the young
man, but he didn't take her on. He looked away again, this time it
seemed permanent. But before he did, he smiled slightly like he was
trying to say it was OK, she was safe, she had nothing to fear from
him. But he looked away more resigned. Like he thought she looked
used to this. Like he thought it wouldn't be the last bruise. 

But in that second she knew it was. This was the last bruise. For 
all she could suffer the pity of her friends and family, she couldn't
bear to be compartmentalised by a stranger. She felt violated by the
certainty of his judgement of her, and chilled by its accuracy. The 
train was slowing and she stood in a rush. She steadied herself by
gripping the bar and smiled at the young man. The doors opened 
and she got off. This wasn't her stop. She walked to the lift, unsure
where she was going.

Peter Naylor



Roy 

Picaresque 

Jesus H. fuckin Moyes! My eyes scope the tiny, unfamiliar room, 
of which the walls are painted black. I spy a poster of Bjork on one
wall alongside an Audrey Hepburn portrait and a map of the world 
on the adjacent one. A greasy smell, which is coming from the empty
pizza box that lays right next to my head makes me want to strangle
someone. I feel a bit like Loyd Grossman trying to work out who lives
in a house like this? All I have to do is turn over but because I can
hear her snoring next to me, it's possible I may shatter into a million
little pieces if I do. I continue to scan the room when I notice a pair of
minty arse K Swiss trabs, a near empty pouch of Golden Virginia and 
a rather large thong that can only be described as 'crusty'. 

This can mean only one thing; I've blagged for a student. Either 
that or I'm in a late night episode of Hollyoaks. When I finally do find
the courage to roll over, it is revealed that she's deffo no Hollyoaks
starlet and I'm more likely to have picked her up in the Pilgrim than
the Newz Bar. She actually looks a bit like a fat version of the buck
toothed ex-Liverpool striker, Milan Baros. Read into that what you
will. Always thought he was quite lush anyway, nowhere near as
dreamy as our very own Mikel Arteta though. What lovely hair he 
has. Oh well, all farewells should be sudden and that, so I mumble 
a quick 'see yer later girl', before I stand upright and try and grasp
the concept of getting dressed. My skull appears to be made of glass
and I reckon the slightest little thing will shatter it. My mouth feels
like the inside of a crab's head and I do believe something like cement
has set up my nostrils. The student snorer is dead to the world so I
slot a few of her CDs into my coat pocket before I creep out the door. 

As I get in the lift I'm pretty chuffed to find that I've selected the Beta
Band's '3EPs' and The Scream's seminal 'Screamadelica,' two mighty
fine albums, even if I do say so myself. See they're not all bad these
students. As I'm exiting the lift and heading towards a bit of daylight
and fresher air, I start rifling my own pockets to see how much dough
I've got left from last night. At two bells yesterday afternoon I was four
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sure they were being caged properly. She looked around the Victorian 
cell. The bed screwed to the floor and a cardboard kinda table and
chair. Nothing else apart from from two sheets, two dirty smelly 
blankets and a brick for a pillow. She started pacing the cell as she
heard the trolley drawing near. She wanted to cry with temper. She
missed her mum and dad. More so, she was missing her brothers 
and sisters. This made her worse because Cian wouldn't cry in fear 
of these bastards seeing her. The screw opened the hatch, checked
Cian, opened the door. Her timing was excellent. Cian had picked up
the pot and stood in front of the door. Cian stood there like she had 
a sawn off shotgun. The screws froze because they knew one move
and they were getting it. 

"You dirty bastards" she screamed, "you knew the mattress was
pissed up when you put me in there."

Until then Cian had kept her head down and took everything in, like 
a pawn shop, learned to survive. Cian was looking which was the
worst screw, which one was getting it. They all knew what she was
thinking and all knew which one it was going to be. The silence was
broken by a worried looking governor, Mr Bardsley. He had enough 
on his mind. Cian's good friend had hung herself on the 3s two weeks
previously. She was three months pregnant and had a fourteen month
old daughter. So he already had enough blood on his hands. Cian
started screaming about human rights and MPs.

"The fucken mattress boss, look at it!" 

The pissed up, dirty mattress was outside the cell, as were all the
other mattresses of those on punishment. 

"I've slept on the floor all night."

Two of them spoke at the same time, different fucken excuses.

"Get her a clean mattress, put the pot down Riozi! 
Get back in your cell.'

Tracey Riley



Yeah man, I think, I'll get myself a feed and a weed while I'm in the
vicinity. It'd be foolish not to, wouldn't it? As I enter the bar, I see a lad
I know, Topper. From the kip of him Topper has well been hammering
the steroids and the sunbeds. His skin is like the Ronseal Man and
his chest and shoulders are fucking ginormous but he's got a tiny 
little olly head. He reminds me of those Action Men I had when I was 
a kid, y'know when you'd snap the head off and you'd be left with a 
little stump. That's Topper that is. I'm hoping he doesn't see me but
from the way his kite goes, I know he already has. I humour the fool,

'Alright Topper lad, how goes it?' 

'Sound man, apart from that scran I've just ate.'

I don't really want to know but I know he really wants me to know, 
so I continue to humour him.

'Why what's up?' 

'I've just took me bird to that tapas bar in Queen's Square and the soft
twat put a load of little starters on me plate.' 

'That's what tapas is though'

'Fuck off lad, if I order a meal then that's exactly what I want, a meal.
I mean it's just a lack of respect innit? Fuckin cheeky Paki bastards.'

'Tapas bars are Spanish'

'And what like?'

'So they don't originate from Pakistan.'

'Yeh but a Paki's a Paki innit, all the same to me lad.'

I just laugh cos I feel that's all I can do with this mush. I bid him
farewell and swing the doors of the bar open then Topper shouts 
me back. 

'Ere y'are lad gerron these!' and pulls a little booklet out of his pocket.
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hundred quid richer courtesy of a budgeting loan from Breck
Road jobbies. I also extracted a oner from the roulette machine in
Ladbrokes but, irony of ironies, right now this Lad is Broke. £4.66 
and a couple of Marley lights are all I can muster up. Fuckin' 'ell 
man £495.34p gone and all I've got to offer is Milan Baros's chubby
sister. This has to stop. Soon.

I'm marching down Catherine Street wondering how I'm gonna get
some readies together for tonight. I bail into the Caledonia for a curer
and try to get a plan together. I request a pint of Kronenburg from the
barman. I just want to get it down my neck and vacate the premises
ASAP because I'm the only one in there and this barman looks like 
the sort who might want to engage in a bit of chatter. I'd never chat 
to a whopper of this calibre though. For a start he's got one of those
Big Brother haircuts; y'know the ones where it looks like you've got 
a smackhead's couch on your head? I deffo reckon he's got a WKD
side an' all. To top it all off, he's singing along to Hard-Fi on the 
radio and wearing a t-shirt that says 'While you're reading this, I'm
checking out your tits'. What an utter fuckin' beaut. I should've made
my own t-shirts with 'Just because it's ironic doesn't mean it's not
shite' plastered across them. I could've sold em outside gigs when
The Darkness and Goldie Looking Chain were playing. Could've made
a fuckin' fortune. 

Anyway, I lash the rest of the Kroney down my gullet and contemplate
what I'm going to do with the £2.46 that remains. I give smackhead's
couch head a half let-on and trudge my way to the door. In some 
sort of Home Counties twang, I hear him reply to my raised eyebrow
with a, 'take it easy bruvver, look after yourself. Peace out!' I feel the
blood rise in the back of my neck but instead of filling him in, I give 
it the old, 'Is right lad, later!' and I mean it because I WILL see him
later. But for now, I stand in the doorway and fasten my coat right 
up. Outside it's raining.

I find myself on London Road. My mate does the scran in one of the
bars there. He also slings proper shite skunk to the students as well.

Roy 



'I'll pay yer next time though, I need all me dough for tonight...
is that sound?' 

Jordan winks then nods towards the bar. I guess that means 'yes it 
IS sound', it's so sound he's offering me a pint. 

'Yeh go 'ead lad, any chance of a short as well, large Courvoisier?'

The stoned chef just shrugs. I take that to mean 'why not? me boss
isn't here, fill yer boots.' Is right! He puts an ice cold bottle of Becks 
in front of me but I notice he uses the cheap and nasty shite instead 
of Courvoisier for my short. Beggars can't be choosers though eh?
Which reminds me of something someone once told me about Keith
Chegwin. What with him being a major pisshead, his autobiography is
called 'Cheggars Can't Be Boozers.' If that's not true, it fuckin' should
be, it's genius. I raise my glass in a salute to Sir Keith of Chegwin
then lubricate my neck with this fuckin jarg Courvoisier. Fuckin 'ell, it
tastes like what I imagine Cheggar's piss tasted like when Cheggars
COULD be boozers. I kill my bottle of German in two swigs but the
Cheggars piss taste still remains. I march up to the kitchen. 

'Eh Jordie, any chance of some tucker lad, I've got a mouthful of
Cheggar's piss ere and I need the taste to go away. One of your 
curries should do the trick.' 

He gives me the thumbs up like that was the most normal request
he's had today. Saying that though, it probably IS what with all the 
students ordering shite like Power Shandies, Turbo Vimtos and
Snakebites all day long, the fuckin Hard-Fi listening bastards. Which
reminds me, I must go back and see that ming from the Caledonia.
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It's a mail order Chinese firework catalogue. I haven't got a jar of 
glue what's going on here but then he starts his waffle again.

'Y'know that bommy night display in Sevvy Park and the one down 
the Albert Dock, well this year they're buying all the gear off me. 
I charged them well over the odds like but I'll do you a good deal
though. £100 for twenty Beijing exocet laser shooters' he points to 
a weirdly packaged box on one of the pages. Personally I'd rather 
light five twenty pound notes and smoke them one after the other
than give him a ton. 

'Nah, I'm not into fireworks.'

'Yeah but gerron it lad, these come in a wooden box with proper ropes
for handles, know worra mean?' 

I make a face that says 'I couldn't give a flying fuck if the handles 
were made from solid gold and the box was carved by Old JC himself,
you ain't getting a oner off me.

'I'll bear you in mind if I ever need any fireworks Top, I've gorra shoot,
see y'later.' 

'Laughin' lad, be quick though it's only six weeks till bommy night.' 

I take a seat at the bar and wonder whether Topper the crank will 
ever change. I hope not, he's pure comedy. Jordan, my cooking mate,
appears from the kitchen. His eyes resemble the coin slots from the
fruity in the Punch & Judy and I'm guessing it has something to do
with the herbs he's been smoking, rather than the ones he's been
bakin'. 'Alright Jord lad, any green?' 

Instead of answering he just pulls a moody bag of dark green, twiggy
shite from the pouch of his chef's apron. I roar off him and remind
him that I'm a pal not a punter, so he reaches for that daft chequered
hat he wears and pulls a fat bag of sticky icky stuff from under it.
That's more like it lad.

Roy 



Things Happen In Threes 

Back class
Physio
Neurologist

Dialectical behaviour therapy
Oh we can't do that
Have to accept second best
Cognitive

It's 2.30am
They're kicking the ball at the house
Please stop them

No sleep
No sleep
No sleep

Community bobbie
Rides a bike
Two coppers on horseback

You want to see Kate's garden
Kate's got new wooden flooring
Oh Kate puts a little bleach in her dishwasher

Mum, I want to come home
Mum, I'm not coming
Made your bed
Lie in
Got no bed
Will you buy me one?

No drinkin
No drinkin
No drinkin
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Sabotage

Sabotage
A noun
To deliberately destroy
Destruct
French, you know

Sabot
A noun
Shoe made from wood
Or with a wooden sole

Throw a spanner in the works?
No
Throw a sabot 
In the machinery
To stop
Production

Sabotage
Aim to weaken the enemy
Through distortion, obstruction
And distraction
Everything is not
As it appears
You see

Patrice Ryce



Mum can I have some money?
Mum this house smells
Well Kate does it like this

Freezer
Madasafish
N-Power

War
Madeline
Post Offices

The bloody ceiling is falling in
There's nothing wrong with it
We have to move the asbestos

The sink is blocked and I can't get to the pipes
The water is running down the bloody gaping hole
In my ceiling
We can't send anybody out to investigate

Got no central heating
Got no hot water
This is enterprise

Please call my mobile because I have to go out
Go out
Go out

No mobile
No mobile
They don't care

Need to use the internet
Where is the broadband I ordered?
Talk Talk?
What a laugh!

Patrice Ryce

Pat, he's punched me
Pat, she's poked me
Will you meet in Manchester?

PDSA
Bruno
Death

Auntie Pat, can you help me?
Pat, got to get this work finished for Uni
Have you done the work yet that I asked you for?

Breast lumps
Carcinomas
Smears

Solicitor 1
Solicitor 2
Solicitor 3

Bus No 12
Bus No 13
Where the fuck are they?

Court 
Care proceedings
Care plans

Fuckin recycle!
Fuckin recycle!
Fuckin recycle!

We all move on
How's our Ruby?
Not comin this week
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Incarceration 

You thought you'd incarcerate me
However you did not
How could you?
When I'm already imprisoned in my own mind
Are you all so blind?

And you
You trapped me in this birdcage
Controlled every part of me
You thought you'd continued to watch me
But I let myself free

And you lot
You think you're gonna bring up my bairns
Without this family having its say
Think again, foolish people
Cos this is not the end
We live on to fight another day
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You will not go to your son's first dance performance
You will not go to your daughter's presentation at the Phil
It's just so unfair

That was the straw that broke the camel's back
So I got the hump
They say things happen in threes
They also say that two's company, three's a crowd

She did it cos she wanted to
She did it cos she needed to
She refuses to do it again
Not to self-destruct

Patrice Ryce



The same bricks built on blood and water
That connected Venice to Italy
To Europe     
To the rest of the world
Stained by venal self-interest

In Venice I almost wished I'd been born Catholic
(or at least crack on to be Christian) 
To take that ridiculous leap of faith
That would enable me to enter
A world of Holy virgin 
Earth mother cults
Popes and Saints
Shrouds and prayers
Incense and miracles
Superstition remains seductive 
Even to the scientifically minded 
Reason?
Fuck reason for a while
And let's put on masks
And play make believe
Just for now
For a few days only
Let's have a carnival
And succumb to our senses
Or step inside one of the many chieses
The Madonna dell'Orto
San Giacomo dall'Orio
San Guiseppe di Castello
San Nicolo del Mendicoli
Santa maria della Salute
S. Maria gloriosa dei Frari
The names themselves offer some hope of eternity 
Let's offer votive thanks to the living and the dead 
The arrogance of the atheist
The humanist reduction of everything
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Dead Venice

We made a wrong turn at the Piazzale Roma
This year our hotel was right next to the Rialto 
We couldn't go wrong, we thought 
But we did
Or, rather, I did
We came here the year before
For my 40th birthday
In December, out of season
Cold but somehow
More Venetian than the summer
Our hotel was hidden away
Down the narrow back allies of San Cassiano
We walked for ages trying to find it 
Now we were lost again
But it's great being lost in Venice 
Because being lost is the best way to explore the city
Its squares and churches, its shops and its people
Every passageway and strada leading to a fresh gasp
As a new piazza, palazzo or campo
Opens up before your tired feet
Yet the Venetians look wearied by tourists with loud cases
Clattering over bridges 
Arguing as they study maps of their city

In the map room of the Palazzo Ducale you can marvel
At the extent of Venetian power in the middle ages
And the maps of the city itself have barely changed in 500 years
The buildings and the street plan remains unchanged 
From the time of Canaletto
Casanova
Byron
Ruskin
The stones of Venice still stand as a monument 
A testimony and a damnation of commerce

Phil Thornton 



Under polluted soil and chemical air
Maybe I should visit them first
History is not made by Great Men
In Great Cities
With Great Names
Who are immortalised 
In marble and bronze and oil
With squares and churches and streets 
Bearing their names
Those who become heroes 
Who make money and who defend money
In the name of God or democracy or civilisation
Never get there alone
They tread over the graves of the obscure masses
And piss on their headstones

The year before 
We'd celebrated my birthday with a meal
In a fine restaurant 
And though we hadn't booked
I still wore a suit
I felt less embarrassed than I would at home
Because Venice is elegant enough
To cope with pin stripes and a pink shirt
(no tie though, I drew a line there)
I'd eaten goose with fennel and pomegranate 
Followed by fried seafood, served on brown paper
Which, if it had been served like that back home
Would've been met with horror but felt right here 
That old inverted snobbery is hard to shake off
We drank too much wine and felt pleased with ourselves
How sophisticated we were
What bon viveurs 
What swells
And what's wrong with that now and then eh? 
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To rules and formulas and symbols
E=MC 2

On the Vaporetto ride to Murano 
Where the glass factories still
Churn out multi-coloured lampshades
For tacky tourist Euros
We almost got off at the Isola di San Michele 
The island cemetery
Thinking it was Murano 
On the way back I wish we had got off there
Because Murano was pretty boring
Pretty but boring
And the cemetery looked idyllic
Set in stone and surrounded by trees
(Bonaparte's idea to part the bones and stop the rot)
The dead of Venice lay in their lagoon
Their common triumph still standing
Across the water 
Imagine their world 
Their sense of curiosity
Their greed
Their virility
To set out from a sinking city
Founded by a defeated people  
To set sail and to conquer
The seven seas
Sailing and trading
Enslaving and taming
More timid cities
Less hostile lands
The ghastly gilded Basilica di San Marco
Was carved from these bones
The bones of Venice's victims
I think of the cemetery across from my own home
The place where my own ancestors are buried

Phil Thornton 



We went back to the same restaurant where we'd had the seafood
It was still charming and busy and they found us a table
Even though we still hadn't booked
They still served the seafood on brown paper
But I had monkfish this time
Something was missing though 
(And not just my suit)
The fish market was in the same place
The Campo Della Pescaria
The same place it had been for centuries
Before we discovered it
But it didn't provide the same sensual rush
As squirming prawns and slime shined squid
Mixed with the banter of the dapper old men 
The Piazza di San Marco wasn't flooded this year
It looked smaller somehow, less impressive
I'd even go as far as calling it mundane
The Christmas light netting hanging over the alleys
Didn't have the same effect
The moment of discovery was gone

On our last night we'd eaten early 
By midnight my wife was hungry
And sent me to look for food
The Rialto was dark and deserted
Save for a few handbag hawkers
The young black and Asian men
Hassled and outlawed by the authorities 
Yet really the last remnants of the true Venetian way  
A few bored locals wandered around 
Everywhere was shut, save for a few fast food joints
I bought two slices of cold, microwaved pizza
Served by cheap, possibly illegal Asian labour
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The next day I'd indulged in cuttlefish 
Cooked in its own ink
An unappetising mess of black pasta
That I threw up in the night 
Blaming the cuttlefish and not 
The whiskey
The beer
The limoncello
Or the bellinis 
We'd supped in Bacarro Jazz
Just off the Campo San Bartolomeo
Where the piped dinner jazz muzak
Made a mockery of the Blue Note icons
Bird
Monk
Miles
Trane
That decorated the walls
Black jazz, black ink 
Black pasta, black vomit
We were up early next morning 
We travelled from the hotel to the vaporetto stop
From the vaporatto stop to the Piazzale Roma
From the Piazzale Roma to Treviso airport
From Treviso to Liverpool
From Liverpool to Runcorn 
Foot
Boat
Coach
Plane
Taxi
I puked all the way home 
I spoiled myself and I spoiled the experience
This year, I'd behave

Phil Thornton 



Ray Toohey

Knowledge 

"Know" point in crying injustice
Shouting off in public places
As my horoscope was cast long ago, 
as my life is not just unendurable suffering
But all so strange and beautiful
And yet a cruel and horrible drama, 
in which not to be able to play a role
Would have been a tragedy
This is an extremely painful moment for me
In writing this now, I have proved that I had come the whole way
But just to have done this earlier would have been a betrayal of myself
Not to have done so now would have been vanity, 
for writing poetry is a life saving
Necessity, it is a measure of a person's greatness
It having sacrificed all to be true to one thing
I can give even that up if it should become necessary
As I had no rosy childhood with freckles but many teddies and toys
No friends, I grew up in silence
I have learned to say goodbye, something shameful
A bridge that crosses time and space 
and provides the entry into another
World in which we will all walk, usually unaware
And where we are all living symbols for a greater reality
Or is it unimportant?
Unbelievable, my strength has already been drained
And I am left in mourning for myself, drooping from misfortune
And the only thing that was fresh was my grave
No point in putting on the light
For I have lived without light, dark, dark as pitch, 
why weep instead give me your
Hand, I promise I will come in a dream again
As on earth we have no meeting place
Please just send me a word
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Venice, that Monday midnight, was as seedy and silent
And empty of life 
As soul-less and wearied and downtrodden
As home

All places, however great
Become boring in the end
All beauty fades eventually
All sights and smells and feelings
Vanish to the prison
Of nostalgia and sentiment 
And rot away 
Fame and wealth 
Power and empires
Reduced to fake designer handbags 
And pizza boxes blowing across the piazzas
The braggadocio of the gondoliers 
In their black hats and bomber jackets
Ghostly memories of the morning light
As we sip our coffee outside the hotel
Watching the Japanese tourists get stung
Forlorn waiters stack away chairs for another night
And wait impatiently for the summer
When visiting pilgrims descend 
From all corners of the globe
To pay tribute to a myth of a city
To attempt a resurrection 
By breathing new life into its decaying lungs
Tonight 
Dead Venice 
Is as dead as any place on earth

Phil Thornton 



Sometime through the midnight stars
It's not that I am scared, just a little uneasy, 
it hurts, it hurts to remember
For we have all grieved and rejoiced before, 
as this is proof of a proud poet, brought
Finally to heal, as for love and passion cannot cross here
Here friendship is powerless
As sometimes death has seen to be the only solution 
to an unbearable situation
I am praying to God for death, my heart is actually dying
Yet also tormented by the problem of life after death
I beg that memory be left me as then I will be able to survive
Death is made unbearable by a visit from a friend
I asked the beloved not to force me to suicide
Don't drive me under the airless arch of the bridge
Where dirty water grows cold
I will not cast any blame upon you
For it is a pity then
That long ago sometime my voice became silent forever. 

Ray Toohey


